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Abstract

Users’ preferences have traditionally been exploited in query personalization to better serve their infor-
mation needs. Most of the time, user preferences depend on context, that is, they may have different
values depending on the situation of the user. In this paper, we propose a fuzzy-rule-based model for the
representation of contextual preferences in a database querying framework. We discuss the augmentation
of a query with preferences deduced from information regarding the current context of the user. To this
end, we make use of an appropriate inference pattern, calledgeneralized modus ponens, able to deal with
data and knowledge when they are described in a fuzzy way.
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1. Introduction

Personalization systems exploit user preferences for
selecting the most relevant data from a potentially
huge amount of information. According to his/her
context or situation, a user may have different pref-
erences. For instance, a tourist visiting Paris may
prefer to visitLa Tour Eiffelon a nice sunny day and
Le Louvremuseum on a rainy day. In other words,
the result of a preference query may depend on the
context.

Context is a term which captures any informa-
tion that can be used to characterize the situation of
an entity1, i.e. of a person, place or object consid-
ered relevant to the interaction between a user and an
application. Common context types involve theuser
context(e.g., profile, location), thephysical context
(e.g., noise levels, temperature), andtime. A system

is said to be context-aware if it uses context to pro-
vide relevant information and/or services to its users.

Contextual preferences (i.e., preferences that de-
pend on context) have recently attracted consider-
able attention in many research fields2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. In
the database field, one of the most interesting works
about contextual preferences is that by Stefanidiset
al. 9,10,11. In this work, the context is represented as
a set of multidimensional parameters. Each parame-
ter takes values from a hierarchical domain, thus al-
lowing context specification at various levels of de-
tail. The objective is to find the most appropriate
preferences for personalizing the user query based
on contextual information However, this approach
does not deal withgradual contextual parameters
(e.g., the weather isfairly cold). Moreover, it uses
a numeric score (calledinterest score, whose pur-
pose is to rank tuples) without a clear semantics and
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which ismanaged in anad hocway (e.g., when ag-
gregating preferences).

In this paper, we propose a fuzzy-rule-based
model for the representation of user preferences
and context-related information. This approach al-
lows to capture gradual concepts and to describe the
context in a flexible way, thus offering more user-
friendliness and robustness. In particular, we show
how user queries can be augmented with preferences
deduced from rules which describe the current con-
text of the user. To this end, a rational inference
pattern, calledgeneralized modus ponens, is used.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 gives some necessary basic notions. Sec-
tion 3 provides a critical review of Stefanidiset
al.’s approach that constitutes a starting point of our
work. Section 4 presents a fuzzy-rule-based con-
text modeling approach. In Section 5, we address
the issue of augmenting user query by inferring new
preferences regarding context information. Section
6 deals with algorithmic aspects of the query aug-
mentation process and provides a detailed example
to illustrate the approach. In Section 7, we discuss
complexity issues. Section 8 presents related work.
Section 9 concludes the paper and outlines some per-
spectives for future work.

2. Background

2.1. Basic Notions on Fuzzy Sets

Formally, a fuzzy set12,13 F on a referentialU is
characterized by a membership functionµF : U →
[0,1]whereµF(u) denotes the grade of membership
of u in F . In particular,µF(u) =1 reflects full mem-
bership ofu in F , while µF(u) = 0 expresses ab-
solute non-membership. When 0< µF(u)< 1, one
speaks of partial membership.F is normalized if
∃u∈U,µF(u) =1

Two crisp sets are of particular interest when
defining a fuzzy setF :

• the coreC(F) = {u∈U |µF(u) =1}, which gath-
ers theprototypesof F ,

• the supportS(F) = {u∈U |µF(u)> 0}.

In practice, the membership function associated
with F is often of a trapezoidal shape. Then,F is ex-

pressed by the quadruplet(a,b,c,d) whereC(F) =
[b,c] andS(F) = [a,b], see Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Trapezoidal membership function

Let F andG be two fuzzy sets on the universe
U , we say thatF ⊆ G iff µF(u)6 µG(u), ∀u ∈ U .
The complement ofF , denoted byFc, is defined
by µFc(u) = 1− µF(u). Furthermore,F ∩G (resp.
F ∪G) is defined the following way:

• µF∩G =⊤(µF(u),µG(u))where⊤ is a t-norm op-
erator (e.g., min and the product).

• µF∪G = ⊥(µF(u),µG(u))) where⊥ is a co-norm
operator (e.g., max).

2.2. Fuzzy Queries

Fuzzy (or flexible) queries14,15 are requests that in-
volve gradual predicates (such asyoungand well-
paid) modeled by means of fuzzy sets. Thanks to
the notion of fuzzy set membership functions, such
predicates constitute a convenient and suitable tool
for expressing user’s preferences. Then, the result
of fuzzy queries is non longer a flat of elements
but is a set of discriminated elements according to
their global satisfaction w.r.t. the fuzzy conditions
involved in their expressions.

Fig. 2. Predicates (a)young(b) well-paid

A typical example of a fuzzy query is: “re-
trieve the employees which areyoung and well-
paid”, whereyoungandwell-paidare gradual pred-
icates represented by means of fuzzy sets as illus-
trated in Figure 2.
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To supportfuzzy queries, a language called SQLf
is proposed in16. The general principle consists
in introducing gradual predicates wherever it makes
sense. The three clausesselect,from andwhereof
the base block of SQL are kept in SQLf and thefrom
clause remains unchanged.

Therefore, the base block in SQLf is expressed
as:

select[distinct] [k |α |k, α ] attributes
from relations
where fuzzy-cond

where “fuzzy-cond” may involve both Boolean and
fuzzy predicates. This expression is interpreted as:

• the fuzzy selection of the Cartesian product of the
relations appearing in the “from” clause,

• a projection over the attributes of the “select”
clause (duplicates are kept by default, and if “dis-
tinct” is specified the maximal degree is attached
to the representative in the result),

• the calibration of the result (topk elements and/or
those whose score is over the thresholdα).

The operations from the relational algebra — on
which SQLf is based — are extended to fuzzy rela-
tions17 by considering fuzzy relations as fuzzy sets
on the one hand and by introducing gradual pred-
icates in the appropriate operations (selections and
joins especially) on the other hand. For instance, the
fuzzy selection writes (wherer denotes a fuzzy rela-
tion defined on the domainX):

• µselect(r,cond)(t) = ⊤(µr(t), µcond(t)) wherecond
is a fuzzy predicate and⊤ is a triangular norm
(most usually,min is used),

3. Stefanidiset al.’s Approach

Our initial work 18 was somewhat inspired by the
approach proposed by Stefanidiset al. 9,10,19. Here-
after, we review this approach in a more detailed
way and highlight some of its basic shortcomings.

3.1. Contextual Preferences

First, the model of context used in this approach is
presented, and then the notion of contextual prefer-
ences (preferences annotated with context informa-
tion).

3.1.1. Context Model

The authors follow a data-centric approach by rep-
resenting context as a set of context parameters that
takes values from hierarchical domains, thus, al-
lowing different levels of abstraction of the cap-
tured context data. These parameters represent
pieces of information that is not part of the queried
database (this defines a particular type of context,
namedexternal context∗), such as the userloca-
tion. Formally, the context is modeled as a finite
set {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} of parameters, for instance,
{location, weather, accompanyingpeople}. Each
parameterCi takesits values from a multi-level do-
main, calledextended domain,edom(Ci).

For example, a weather context parameter can be
defined on three levels (see Figure 3): the detailed
level Conditions(L1) whose domain includesfreez-
ing, cold, mild, warmand hot ; the levelweather
characterization(L2) which just refers to whether
the weather isgood(groupingmild, warm,andhot)
or bad (groupingfreezingandcold) ; and the level
ALL (L3) that groups all values into a single value
“all”. Thus, each context parameter can be viewed
from different levels of detail.

ALL (L )3

Weather

Characterisation (L )2

Conditions (L )1 {freezing, cold, mild, warm, hot}

{bad, good}

{all}

Fig. 3. Extended domain of weather parameter

An instantiationof the context, calledcontext
state, is a tupleω = (c1,c2, . . . ,cn) where, ci ∈
edom(Ci),1 6 i 6 n. For instance,ω may be

∗Contrary tointernal context that captures conditions that involve the data items stored in the database for which preferences are ex-
pressed. In this case, contextual preferences are also known as conditional preferences, see for instance20,21.
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(Athens,warm, f riends)for the example above.

3.1.2. Contextual Preference Model

Contextual preferences are preferences annotated
with context descriptors that specify the context
states under which a preference hold. A simple
quantitative preference model is used to express
preferences for specific tuples of a database. This
is done by providing a numeric score (namedinter-
est score) which is a real number between 0 and 1.
Such ascore expresses a degree of interest, where
value 1 indicates extreme interest and value 0 indi-
cates no interest.

Given a database schemaR(A1, A2, . . . , An), a
contextual preference is modeled as a triple(cod,
attributesclauses, interestscore) where cod is a
context descriptor,attributesclauses{A1 θ1 a1, . . .,
An θn an} specify a set of database attributes and
their valuesa1, . . . , an with ai ∈ dom(Ai) — the do-
main of attributeAi — andθ ∈ {=, 6=,6,>,<,>}.
The meaning is that in the set of context states
specified bycod, all tuples for which the attributes
A1, A2, . . . , An satisfy the conditionsAi θ ai , i = 1,n
get the scoreinterest score. As an example, let us
take a simple database10 with information about
pointsof interestssuch as museums, archæological
places orzoos. The contextual preference ((location
= Plaka ∧ weather =warm), (name =Acropolis),
0.8) expresses the fact that when a user is inPlaka
area and the weather iswarm, (s)he likes to visit an
open-air place and givesAcropolisscore 0.8. As it
can be seen, preferences may be annotated only with
some of context parameters.

Given an applicationX, a profileP is the set of
all contextual preferences that hold forX. P is stored
in a hierarchical data structure calledprofile tree.

3.2. Contextual Preference Selection

A central problem addressed in this approach is pref-
erence selection, that is, given a set of preferences
and a query, identifying which of the preferences are
the most relevant to the query.

Let P be a userprofile treeandQ a contextual
query, i.e., a query enhanced with a context states
through context descriptors (smay, for example, be

the current state at the time of its submission). To
solve the above problem, acontext resolutiontech-
nique is used to locate in the profile treeP, the paths
which exactly or approximately matchs. For a con-
textual preference to be selected, its context must be
the same as the context state of the query, or more
general than it. In particular, a number of distance-
based measures that capture similarity among con-
text states are used. This makes it possible to select
a small number of the qualifying preferences, thus
to control the degree of personalization.

Once the appropriate preferences are selected,
the original query is executed and then those pref-
erences are used to rank its result.

3.3. Discussion

The main advantages of this approach are its sim-
plicity and its ability to capture the context at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. Moreover, when a con-
textual query does not match any of the given pref-
erences, possible relaxations of the query context
can be considered by replacing the value of a con-
text parameter by a more general one. However,
some major limitations can be noticed, notably in
the ability of the approach to make profit of the pro-
file tree, from which no additional preference can
be inferred. Only the preferences explicitly defined
by the user are used to enhance the query. Besides,
the approach fails to capture gradual concepts when
describing the context (as for instance, the weather
is fairly cold) and forces the user to manually set
the values of the scores and specify the functions to
aggregate these scores. Regarding preference appli-
cation, selected preferences are not incorporated in
the original query by rewriting it, but they are only
used to rank-order the results of the query.

4. Fuzzy Model to Contextual Preferences

In this section, we show how fuzzy rules can be used
for modeling contextual preferences. For the sake of
illustration, the following reference example is used.

Reference example.Let travAg(id dest, dest,cost,
dateb, datee, distancetown-center, distancesea)
be a relation representing a set of trips (flight +
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hotel) proposedby a travel agency, wheredest
represents the name of the destination,dateb and
datee define the interval of time wherein the trip
is available,distancetown-centeranddistancesea
tell how far the hotel is from the town center and the
sea respectively.

4.1. Fuzzy Context Modeling

In order to represent a context, we use a finite set of
parameters calledcontext parameters. The context
environmentCEX of an applicationX is as a set of
n context parameters{C1,C2, . . . ,Cn}. An instantia-
tion of the context, calledcontext state, writes:

ω = (C1 is E′1∧C2 is E′2∧ . . .∧Ck is E′k), k6 n

where eachCi ∈CEX, 16 i 6 k andE′i ⊆ dom(Ci)
stands for a fuzzy set describing the parameterCi

(dom(Ci) denotes the domain of the parameterCi).
In our reference example, four context pa-

rameters may be considered: accompanying peo-
ple acc people= {nobody, f amily,wi f e, f riends},
professional statusstatus ={student, unemployed,
executive, employee, retired person},ageof the trav-
eler andperiod when the traveler wishes to leave.
As it will be seen,ageandperiodmay be described
either in a crisp or a fuzzy way.

Assume that a user is looking for a hotel in
Malaga and submits the following queryQ: “Find
a hotel in Malaga withdateb 6′ 1/04/2011′ and
datef >

′ 10/04/2011′” to the relationtravAg. An
example of a context state of that user is (accpeople
is { f riends}, ageis young) whereyoungis a fuzzy
set whose trapezoidal membership function†(t.m.f.)
is (17,19,25,27,0).

4.2. Contextual Preferences

Definition 1. [Contextual Preference] A contextual
preferenceCP is a fuzzy rule of the form:

if C1 is E1∧ . . .∧Ch is Eh then A is F,

whereEi ,16 i 6 h6 n, represents a crisp or fuzzy
value of the context parameterCi andF is a fuzzy
set describing the preference related to attributeA.

The meaning ofCP is that in the context state
specified by the left part of the rule, the preference
“A is F” is inferred. Roughly speaking, the premise
of the rule describes the context wherein the prefer-
ence contained in the conclusion part of the rule is
relevant to the user.

Example 1. Youngtravelers generally preferinex-
pensivetrips. This may be expressed as (CP1):

if age is youngthen cost is inexpensive.⋄

Example 2. A young traveler accompanying his
wife usually prefers destinations with hotels nearby
the sea. This yields (CP2):

if age is youngand acc people is{wi f e}
then distancesea is toosmall.⋄

Notice thatit is not necessary for a contextual pref-
erence to depend on all contextual parameters. In
Example 1, contextual preferenceCP1 means that
a young traveler prefers an inexpensive trip inde-
pendently from other contextual parameters. In this
study and without loss of generality, only rules with
a single conclusion are considered. Now, from a the-
oretical viewpoint, contextual preferences are faith-
fully represented bygradual rules22 which corre-
spond to the statement “the morex is A, the morey
is B”. Such rules are of the form “ifx is A theny
is B” wherex andy are two variables andA andB
are two fuzzy sets on the domains ofx andy respec-
tively. More precisely, the meaning of a gradual rule
can be understood in the following way: “the greater
the degree of membership of the valuex to the fuzzy
setA and the more the valuey is considered to be in
relation with the value ofx, the greater the degree of
membership toB should be for this value ofy”.

5. Selection of Relevant Preferences

In this section, we focus on the first step of the query
augmentation process that consists in identifying the
set of relevant preferences and their semantics re-
garding the user context. LetCP= {CP1, . . . ,CPm}

†We useaugmented t.m.f of the form(a, b, c, d, ∆) where[a, d] and[b, c] are the support and the core respectively, and∆ is an indeter-
mination level which will be explained further.
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be a fuzzy rule base modeling a set of contex-
tual preferences andQ a user query formulated in
a given contextω . We denote the set of contex-
tual parameters present inω (resp.CPi , i = 1,h) by
context(ω)⊆CEX (resp.context(CPi)).

5.1. Inference Machinery

The goal is to infer a set of relevant preferences from
the fuzzy rules baseCP regarding the contextω . To
achieve this, we make use of thegeneralized modus
ponens(GMP) as an inference pattern22. In its sim-
plest form, it reads:

from the rule: if C is E then A is F
and the fact: C is E′

the following preferenceAisF′ can be inferred. The
fuzzy characterizationF ′ is obtained from the fuzzy
setsE′, E andF . For v ∈ dom(A), µF ′(v) is com-
puted by means of the combination/projection prin-
ciple 22:

µF ′(v) = supu∈dom(C)⊤(µE′(u),µE(u)→ µF(v)))

where⊤ stands for a triangular norm and→ a fuzzy
implication. Assuming that the operator→ repre-
sents G̈odel’s implication, i.e.,a→ b = 1 if a 6 b
andb otherwise, and⊤ theminoperator, we write

F ′ = [E′ ◦ (E→ F)]

where◦ is the sup-min composition operator.
In practice, if E, E′ and F are represented by

(a1, a2, a3, a4, 0), (a′1, a′2, a′3, a′4, 0) and (b1, b2,
b3, b4, 0) respectively, the t.m.f. (b′1, b′2, b′3, b′4, ∆)
(where∆ expresses a global indetermination level
which corresponds to the uncertainty degree at-
tached to the conclusion when the inclusion relation
support(E′) ⊆ support(E) does not hold) associ-
ated withF ′ is computed in the following way (see
23 for more details):

∆ = sup{u∈dom(C) |µE(u)=0}µE′(u),
b′1 = b1, b′4 = b4

b′2 = b2− (1−H)(b2−b1),
b′3 = b3+(1−H)(b4−b3),

with H = min(µE(a′2), µE(a′3)). H is the smallest
degree inE of an element belonging to the core of

E′. As we can see in Figure 4, in the case where
∆ > 0, any value outside[α ,β ] is considered accept-
able with a degree∆. In particular, if ∆ = 1 (i.e.,
core(E′) * support(E)), µF ′(v) = 1,∀v ∈ dom(A).
This means that no preference about attributeA is
inferred regarding the current context. As a con-
sequence, the smaller∆, the more certain that the
inferred preference is inF ′. As for a precise input,
i.e.,E′ = {e′}, the t.m.f ofF ′ is such that:∆ = 1 and
H = 0 if e′ /∈ E, ∆ = 0 andH = µE(e′) otherwise.

1

Fig. 4. t.m.f of the fuzzy setF ′

Obviously, one can choose other fuzzy implica-
tion operators to computeµF ′ . However, the major
advantage of G̈odel implication is the fact that it is
the least sensitive to the mismatching betweenE and
E′. Indeed, the global indetermination level is non-
zero only in the case where the support ofE′ is not
included in the support ofE. Approximate match-
ing between two context states is then naturally sup-
ported by our approach.

Example 3. Let CP1 be a contextual preference
defined byif age is youngthen cost is inexpen-
sive, whereyoung and inexpensiveare fuzzy sets
represented by (0, 0, 25, 27, 0) (0, 0, 200, 400, 0)
respectively, see Figure 5.

dom(cost)dom(age) 200 40030025 2726

Fig. 5. t.m.f ofyoung,inexpensiveandinexpensive′

For a person who is 26 years old (which also writes
as (26, 26, 26, 26, 0) in terms of t.m.f.), his/her pref-
erence inferred about the attributecost is: cost is
inexpensive’where the fuzzy predicateinexpensive′

is represented by (0, 0, 300, 400, 0), see Figure 5.⋄
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When thecontext state is described by several pa-
rameters, the generalized modus ponens writes:

RuleCP: if C1 is E1 ∧ . . .∧ Cq is Eq then A is F
Factω : C1 is E′1 ∧ . . .∧ Cq is E′q,

where the t.m.f. associated withEi (resp.E′i ) is (a1i,
a2i, a3i, a4i) (resp. (a′1i, a′2i, a′3i, a′4i), for i = 1,q. In
this case, the t.m.f. of the conclusionF ′ is computed
in the same way as previously, except for∆ andH
which are given by:

∆ = maxi=1..q ∆i

with ∆i = sup{u∈dom(Ci),µEi (u)=0}µE′i
(u) and

H = mini=1..q Hi

with Hi = min(µEi (a
′
2i), µEi (a

′
3i)).

5.2. Aggregating Preferences

It is usual in practice to have different contextual
preferences pertaining to a same attributeA. A same
context state can (approximately) match those con-
textual preferences and several partial preferences
aboutA could be inferred. It is then desirable to have
a single overall preference regarding the attributeA
by aggregating the different inferred preferences. In
general, the aggregating mode to be used depends of
the coherence of the set of triggered fuzzy rules.

Hereafter, we discuss the coherence issue of a
collection of fuzzy rules.

5.2.1. Coherence of a Collection of Fuzzy Rules

By coherence, we mean that for any input the result
of the system of rules is a normalized fuzzy set, i.e.,
at least one value remains completely possible for
the variable in the conclusion part whatever the in-
put is. Formally, and without loss of generality, if
S= {X is Ai → Y is Bi/i = 1, . . . ,n} denotes a set
of n fuzzy rules (whereU andV are the domains
of the variablesX andY respectively), the degree of
coherence‡ of S is defined as24:

Coh(S) = in fu supv mini=1,...,n µAi (u)→ µBi (v)

The problem that consists in checking whether
Coh(S) = 1(strong coherence or simply coherence)
or not can be handled by checking that

∀I ⊆{1, . . . ,n},
⋂

i∈I

support(Ai) 6= /0⇒
⋂

i∈I

core(Bi) 6= /0.

This shows that two parallel rules can be poten-
tially incoherent only if their input conditions over-
lap. Thus, a conflict can occur only for a factF such
as:

∀i, j ∈ I ,

support(F)∩support(Ai)∩support(A j) 6= /0.

The mode of aggregation to be applied depends of
the coherence degreeCoh(S)as explained below:

• Coh(S) = 1(coherence ofS). The mode of ag-
gregation used is the conjunction modeled bymin.
We keep only the values of preferences considered
as non impossible by the set of triggered rules.

• Coh(S) = 0(incoherence ofS). The conflict is
total between the fuzzy rules, i.e., no preference
inferred by a rule is somewhat compatible with
another preference inferred by another rule. The
mode of aggregation used is the disjunction mod-
eled by the operatormax. This mode assume that
at least one of the rules is reliable for sure.

• 0 < Coh(S) < 0 (partial coherence ofS). In this
case, one can use an aggregation of conjunctive
nature. The only problem that may occur is the
nature of the fuzzy set associated with the over-
all preference which could be unnormalized. This
requires an additional step for re-normalizing the
result. Note that it is also advocated in this case to
use a disjunctive aggregation, which obviates the
sub-normalization problem.

5.2.2. Examples of aggregation

Let us now provide two examples of situations
where aggregation is required.

Case 1:

CP1: If C1 is E1 thenA is F1

CP2: If C1 is E2 thenA is F2

‡Assuming thateach fuzzy ruleX is Ai →Y is Bi is intrinsically coherent, i.e., the fuzzy setsAi andBi are normalized.
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For acontextω =C1 is E′ and under the assumption
E′∩Ei 6= /0, i = 1,2, bothCP1 andCP2 are triggered.
In order to obtain a single overall preference on at-
tribute A, two methods can be applied22,23: FITA
and FATI methods.

• The first method, FITA (First Infer Then Aggre-
gate), consists in triggering the rules separately,
then combining conjunctively the partial prefer-
ences inferred. Under the coherence assumption
of the rules, one can also justify the use of the
conjunctive aggregation by the fact that rules are
interpreted in the implication-based model. Let
“A is F ′1” and “A is F′2” be the preferences deduced
respectively fromCP1 andCP2. The overall pref-
erence onA is computed as follows:

F ′ =
⋂

i=1,2

F ′i =
⋂

i=1,2

[E′ ◦ (Ei → Fi)].

where the intersection is modeled by themin op-
erator.

Example 4. Let CP1 andCP2 be two contextual
preferences defined as follows:

CP1: if period is beginsummer
then costis attractive1

CP2: if period is middlesummer
then costis attractive2

where the t.m.f ofbeginsummer, middlesummer,
attractive1 andattractive2 are respectively: (June
21, June 21, July 10, July 31, 0), (June 25, July
10, July 25, August 10, 0), (0, 0, 350, 600, 0)
and (0, 0, 600, 700, 0). Predicatesattractive1 and
attractive2 describe the concept “good price” for
two different periods. For a user wishing to travel
between July 02 and July 21 with 10 days of mar-
gin§,CP1 andCP2 are triggered and we respectively
obtain the preferences:attractive′1 = (0, 0, 420.5,
500, 0) andattractive′2 = (0, 0, 655, 700, 0).⋄

Now, sinceattractive′1 ⊆ attractive′2 (in the sense
of Zadeh’s fuzzy sets inclusion), the final prefer-
ence about “cost” isattractive′1. This method may
result in a non-trapezoidal memebership function,
and then a trapezoidal approximation technique
from the literature23,25 must be used.

• The second method, called FATI (First Aggregate
Then Infer), first combines the rules, then infers.
The semantics ofF ′ is then computed as follows:

F ′ = E′ ◦ [
⋂

i=1,2

(Ei → Fi)].

It has been shown in22 that:

E′ ◦ [
⋂

i=1,2

(Ei → Fi)]⊆
⋂

i=1,2

[E′ ◦ (Ei → Fi)].

This means that the FATI method leads to a pref-
erence which is more informative than the one
obtained with FITA. However, building a t.m.f
thanks to FATI is not an easy task as shown in
23,25. It is worth noticing that for a precise input,
both methods yield the same result.

Case 2: CP1: If C1 is E1 thenA is F1

CP2: If C2 is E2 thenA is F2

This second case can be seen as a variant of the
first one where the premises of the contextual prefer-
ences concern different context parameters, but the
conclusion is still over the same attribute. Thus,
for a context state{C1 is E′1 ∧ C2 is E′2} such that
E′1∩E1 6= /0 andE′2∩E2 6= /0, we get in the same sit-
uation that in the first case and, in a similar way, we
aggregate the partial preferences inferred.

6. Query Augmentation

In this section, we show how a query can be en-
hanced with new preferences regarding the context.
We consider fuzzy queries (see Section 2.2). Let
Q be a user query formulated in a contextω =
(C1 is E1, . . . ,Ck is Ek),k 6 n. Let AQ be the set of
attributes on which there exists at least one prefer-
ence explicitly formulated by the user inQ.

6.1. Main Steps

The augmentation process (see Algorithm 1) can be
divided into four main steps (see Figure 6):

§it corresponds tothe period represented by the t.m.f: (June 26, July 02, July 21, July31).
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Fig. 6. Steps of augmentation query

• First step (line 1.3). It aims at identifying the
subsetCPQ ⊆ CP of contextual preferences that
matchω fully or partially, thanks to the function
load cp (see Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 1: Query AugmentationAlgorithm.
Input: rule baseCP= {CP1,CP2, . . . ,CPm}, the queryQ

and the set of attributesAQ = {A1,A2, . . . ,Al},
the user contextω.

Output: An augmented version ofQ, notedQ′.
1.1 Variables: CPQ← /0, P← /0, P′← /0, Q′←Q.
1.2 begin
1.3 CPQ← load cp(CP,AQ,ω);
1.4 foreachcp∈CPQ do
1.5 /*GMP: Generalized Modus Ponens function*/
1.6 P← P∪GMP(cp,ω);
1.7 end
1.8 P′← agg pre f(P);
1.9 foreachp∈ P′ do

1.10 Q′←Q′∧{p};
1.11 end
1.12 return Q′;
1.13 end

Only contextual preferences:i) about attributes
that are not present inAQ (line 2.6); ii) whose
contextual parameters are present inω (line 2.8);
and iii) whose condition part matchesω with a
given threshold (line 2.9), are added toCPQ. The
goal of the first condition (i) is to avoid to enhance
the query with preferences about an attribute on
which the user has already formulated a prefer-
ence¶.

Algorithm 2: load cp function.
Input: CP,AQ andω.
Output: CPQ, set of contextual preferences

corresponding to the contextω.
2.1 Variables: CPQ← /0;
2.2 Constants: threshold← 1 /* threshold∈]0,1]*/;
2.3 begin
2.4 foreachcp∈CP do
2.5 /* attribute function returns the attribute over

whichcp is defined*/
2.6 if attribute(cp)/∈ AQ then
2.7 /* context function returns the set of

contextual parameter present in a CP (resp.
context state).*/

2.8 if context(cp)⊆ context(ω) then
2.9 if Delta(cp,ω)< thresholdthen

2.10 CPQ←CPQ∪{cp};
2.11 end
2.12 end
2.13 end
2.14 end
2.15 return CPQ;
2.16 end

The second condition (ii) allowsus to reject the
contextual preferences thatω is unable to trigger.
The third condition (iii) makes use of the indeter-
mination level∆ (computed by Algorithm 3) in
order to add toCPQ only contextual preferences
with ∆ < threshold.

¶We assumethat a preference formulated explicitly by the user is always more prioritary/relevant than a preference deduced automati-
cally.
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Algorithm 3: Delta function.
Input: A contextual preferencecp∈CP andω.
Output: Indetermination level∆.

3.1 Variables: ∆← 0;
3.2 begin
3.3 foreachCj ∈ context(cp)do
3.4 if core(E′j )⊂ support(E j ) then
3.5 ∆←

max(∆,sup{u∈dom(Cj ),µEj (u)=0}µE′j
(u));

3.6 else
3.7 ∆← 1;
3.8 retur n ∆;
3.9 end

3.10 end
3.11 return ∆;
3.12 end

• Second step(lines 1.4-1.7). It builds the set of
candidate preferencesP by inferring from each
contextual preferencecp ∈ CPQ a preference,
thanks toGMP function as explained in section
5.1.

Algorithm 4: agg pre f function.
Input: P set of inferred preferences.
Output: P′ setof aggregated preferences.

4.1 Variables: P′← /0;
4.2 begin
4.3 /*attribute(p) returns the attribute concerned by
4.4 preference p.*/
4.5 /*AR represents the set of attributes existing in the
4.6 target*/
4.7 /* relation R.*/
4.8 foreachA∈ AR−AQ do
4.9 PA = {p/p∈ P∧attribute(p) =A}

4.10 if PA 6= /0 then
4.11 core(p′A)← dom(A);
4.12 foreach p∈ PA do
4.13 p′A← p′A∩ p;
4.14 end
4.15 nearest trapezoidal f orm(p′A);
4.16 /*approximate a non-trapezoidal function
4.17 µ*/
4.18 /*by the smallest trapezoid that includes
4.19 µ*/
4.20 P′← P′∪{p′A};
4.21 end
4.22 end
4.23 return P′;
4.24 end

• Third step (line 1.8). In this step, the setP
of inferred preferences is reduced into a another
set,P′, where the preferences about the same at-

tributeA are aggregated into one preferencep′A by
agg pre f function (see Algorithm 4). The main
goal of this step is to reduce the impact of query
augmentation on query processing by merging the
preferences that can be merged. Hence, the extra
cost induced by the augmentation process is min-
imized.

• Fourth step(lines 1.9-1.12). It consists in adding
each preferencep∈ P′ in a conjunctive way toQ,
then in evaluating the augmented queryQ′ against
the target database.

6.2. Semantics of Derived Preferences

Different semantics can be used to interpret the in-
ferred preferences. Below, we discuss two possible
interpretations that seem natural and intuitive:

• Egalitarian interpretation: It considers the in-
ferred preferences with the same importance than
the initial preferences involved in the user query
Q. In this case, if the augmented queryQ′ writes
Q′ =

∧
i=1,z pi (i.e.,Q′ containszpreferences), the

score of each tuplet is computed using the follow-
ing formula:

µQ′(t) =⊤i=1,zmax(∆i ,µpi (t.Ai))

wheret.Ai denotes the value of the tuplet on the
attributeAi and⊤ is a t-norm.

• Prioritized interpretation: Here we consider that
the inferred preferences and the initial ones are
not of the same importance. A priority degree
less than (resp. equals) 1 is associated with
each inferred preference (resp. initial prefer-
ence). Assume thatQ′ writes: Q′ = (

∧
i=1,x pi)∧

(
∧

i=x+1,z pi) (i.e., Q′ involvesx user preferences
andz− x inferred preferences), the score of each
tuplet is now computed using the following way:

µQ′(t) =⊤i=1,zmax(1−λi ,max(∆i ,µpi (t.Ai)))

where λi = 1 for i = 1,x and λi < 1 for i =
x+ 1,z. It is easy to see that ifλi = 0, the de-
gree of satisfactionmax(∆i ,µpi (t.Ai)) of the in-
ferred preferencepi is ignored when combining
(pi is not important at all). On the contrary, if, for
i = x+ 1,z, pi is important (i.e.,λi is large) and
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max(∆i ,µpi (t.Ai)) > 1−λi , then one gets the ex-
pression ofµQ′(t) provided in the first interpreta-
tion. A user-centric study should make it possible
to determine the values ofλi the most appropriate
in general.

6.3. An Illustrative Example

Let itravAg (see Table 1) be an instance of the rela-
tion travAgdefined in Subsection 4, andCPbe a set
of contextual preferences represented by the rules:

CP1: if age is young
then cost is attractive1

CP2: if age is young∧ acc people is{wife}
then distancesea is toosmall

CP3: if age is young∧ acc people is{friends}
then distancetown-center is verysmall

CP4: if status is{executive}
then cost is attractive2

CP5: if age is adult∧ acc people is{wife}
then dest isin

{‘Italy-Venice’, ‘France-Paris’}

Assume that the fuzzy predicates inCP are defined
as follows:young= (18, 20, 25, 27, 0),attractive1 =
(0, 0, 200, 500, 0),attractive2 = (0, 0, 400, 700, 0),
too small = (0, 0, 0.8, 1.2, 0)‖, adult = (28, 37, 42,
57, 0); wi f e = {1/wife}, f riends= {1/friend}and
executive= {1/executive}are crisp predicates.

Let us consider anexecutiveperson whose age
is around26 , and who would like to visit Malaga
(Spain) with hiswife and formulates the following
query:

Q: SELECT * FROM itravAg WHERE

dest = ‘Spain-Malaga’ AND

dateb 6 ‘1/07/11’ AND

datee > ‘10/07/11’ AND

distancetown-center is f airly small

wherefairly small is defined by (2, 2.5, 3.5, 4, 0).
The context state whereinQ is formulated corre-
sponds to
ω = (ageis around 26,statusis executive,

acc peopleis wi f e)
wherearound 26 = (24, 26, 26, 28, 0). Then, it is

easy tosee that

AQ = {dest, dateb, datee, distancetown-center}.

0.5

1

350 500425 cost cost400 700

1

350 425 700550

the nearest trapezoidal 

form of attractive'

attractive'
attractive'2

attractive'1

Fig. 7. t.m.fs ofattractive′1, attractive′2 andattractive′

Algorithm 1 yieldsCPQ = {CP1,CP2,CP4}. In-
deed,CP5 (respectivelyCP3) is quickly eliminated
since it expresses a preference on attribute which is
present inAQ. Then, the preferences inferred from
CPQ are

P = {p1: cost is attractive′1,
p2: distanceseais slightly small,
p4: cost is attractive′2}

with the following semantics (0, 0, 350, 500, 0.5),
(0, 0, 1, 1.2, 0.5), (0, 0, 400, 700, 0) respectively
(see Figure 7). Now, by aggregating the preferences
p′1 andp′4, which concern the same attributecost, we
obtain a reduced set of preferences

P′ = {p′1 : cost is attractive′,
p2 : distanceseais slightly small}

with (0, 0, 350, 700, 0) as the semantics of
attractive′.

Finally, the queryQ′ obtained after augmenting
Q with P′ writes:

SELECT * FROM itravAg

WHERE dest = ‘Spain-Malaga’

AND dateb 6 ‘1/07/11’ AND datee > ‘10/07/11’

AND distancetown−center is f airly small
AND cost is attractive′ AND distancesea is

slightly small.

The evaluation ofQ′ against the instanceitravAg
leads to the following rank-ordered results:

{0.4/t1, 0.2/t3},

where the egalitarian interpretation approach is ap-
plied for the deduced preferences.

‖Assume thatthe distance attribute is expressed in Km.
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Table 1:An instance oftravAgrelation

tuple id dest dest cost (e) dateb datee distancetown-center distancesea
t1 1 Spain-Malaga 527 01/04/11 01/09/11 2.2 1
t2 2 Spain-Malaga 540 01/04/11 01/09/11 5 0.9
t3 3 Spain-Malaga 629 01/04/11 01/10/11 3 0.8
t4 4 Spain-Malaga 400 01/04/11 01/06/11 3.8 1.5
t5 5 Spain-Malaga 525 01/04/11 01/09/11 4 1.1
t6 6 Italy-Venice 369 01/04/11 01/09/11 3.5 1

Note that contrary to Stefanidiset al.’s approach,
here the original query is reformulated to include de-
rived preferences, then the resulting query is exe-
cuted over the target database. This leads to a better
personalization of the user query, hence, to a more
relevant ranking of the query results.

7. Complexity Issues

Let us now take a look at the complexity of the ap-
proach proposed. First, one can easily check that
the approach does not induce any increase in terms
of data complexity. As for the inferred preferences,
their identification does not result in a high compu-
tational cost as explained below.

Let Nbr be the size of the fuzzy rules base ex-
pressing the contextual preferences of interest and
Ns be the maximal number of context parameters
contained in a given context state. Inferring a pref-
erence about an attributeA can be achieved with
a complexity O(NbrN2

s ) in a worst case. This
complexity can be reduced for instance by apply-
ing a pre-compilation step on the fuzzy rules base
(for more details see23). Now, if an aggregation
step is required in order to obtain a single overall
preference aboutA, the total complexity becomes
O(NbrN2

s +Npp) whereNpp stands for the number
of partial preferences to be combined.

Generally, the size (i.e.,Nbr) of the rule base de-
signed for describing the contextual contextual of a
given domain is of a limited magnitude andNs is
less than 10. We can thus claim that our approach is
tractable and does not lead to a significant overhead.

8. Related Work

Several studies have been done on the topic of con-
text and contextual preferences. Most of them are
surveyed in2,3. In the approach to contextual pref-
erences proposed in8, a context state is represented
as a situation described by four aspects: (i)Times-
tamp that denotes the date and time of situations;
(ii) Location which describes the current position;
(iii) Personal influenceslike physical state; and (iv)
Surrounding influenceslike weather condition or ac-
companying people. Situations are uniquely linked
through ann:m relationship with preferences. Three
types of situated preferences are identified: long-
term preference (it holds generally), singular pref-
erence (it holds in exactly one situation) and non-
singular preference (it holds in more than one situ-
ations). The preference model of26 is used to rep-
resent such situated preferences. In5 a knowledge-
based context-aware preference model for database
querying is proposed where preferences and as-
sociated applicable contexts are treated uniformly
through description logic concept expressions. Con-
text as a set of dimensions (e.g., context parameters)
is also considered in4 where the problem of rep-
resenting context-dependent semi-structured data is
studied. Note that context has also been used in
information filtering to define context-aware filters
which are filters that have attributes whose values
change frequently27.

Let us mention that in a work by Boscet al.
28 the term context, which is not related at all to
the user context, is used for defining the fuzzy
terms “high”, “medium” and “low” in a relative
way, using the minimal, average and maximal val-
ues of the attribute values present in the associated
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query-defined context. In this work, the context
means a referential of values obtained by evaluating
a (sub)query over the target database. For instance,
one may define the predicate “young” (interpreted as
“age is low”) in the context of the engineers’ ages.

Very recently, uncertain contextual preferences
have been addressed in29,30 in the skyline queries
setting∗∗. Namely, how to deal with the problem of
missing information in users preferences (i.e., pref-
erences are not specified for some specific context).
The solution proposed in both works consists in de-
riving a set of plausible preferences based on the
ones known in other contexts or situations. The for-
mer makes use of probabilistic model to represent
uncertainty associated with preferences, while the
latter relies on possibility theory.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for rep-
resenting context and contextual preferences where
fuzzy rules play a central role. This approach deals
with gradual contextual features and offers a natural
and user-friendly way to describe contextual param-
eters. We have also shown how an initial user query
can be enhanced with new inferred preferences re-
garding contextual information. Such preferences
and their semantics are obtained thanks to an appro-
priate inference machinery borrowed from approxi-
mate reasoning field. An algorithm for query aug-
mentation has been presented and illustrated on a
small practical example.

In 31 a system capable of handling route planning
queries with fuzzy preferences is developed. One
of interesting lines for future work is to implement
the approach and add it as a plug-in in that system.
This will allow to conduct some experiments on real
life data from the route planning field in order to
demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
approach.
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